Reagan: Arms pact imperative

WASHINGTON (UPI) - President Reagan met Tuesday with leaders of the U.S. arms control delegation to talk about the superpower nuclear arms race, but he had little bargaining power as an armorer in the doomsday game.

"We need a balanced approach," the president said at the start of his meeting with the delegation. "We've had to wait too long for a balanced approach to emerge."

The major issue on the table was a superpower arms control agreement. The United States has a projected $150 billion budget deficit this year, and the superpower arms race has placed a strain on the Treasury's coffers. The U.S. is looking at ways to reduce its military budget and possibly spend more on domestic programs.

The president added that the United States is not willing to negotiate on arms control without China's participation, as China is a major player in the arms race.

UI officials: Too many needs, too little money

[Article content]

Shuttle not practical yet

Van Allen

In the early days of space exploration, the idea of human spaceflight seemed almost impossible. But now, with the space shuttle program, we are closer than ever to making space flight a reality.

The space shuttle was designed to be a reusable spacecraft that could be launched and returned to Earth multiple times. It was a significant step forward in space exploration, as it allowed for longer stays in space and more complex missions.

However, the space shuttle program has faced many challenges, such as the Challenger disaster in 1986 and the subsequent delays to the shuttle fleet. Despite these setbacks, the United States continues to work towards its goal of human spaceflight.

Cost-sharing only dents erosion problem

UI Professor James J. Van Allen, shuttle project, said: "The shuttle program is the key to future space exploration. It allows for increased research and development in space technology, and it is a stepping stone to more complex missions in the future."

Hinckley tapes indicate obsession

WASHINGTON (UPI) - A jury convicted L. Ron Hubbard, the founder of the Church of Scientology, of sedition on Monday, June 7, 1982.

Hubbard was found guilty of conspiracy to commit sedition, a charge that carries a maximum sentence of 20 years in prison. He was also found guilty of one count of sedition and one count of conspiracy to commit sedition.

Hubbard's trial began in March and lasted for two months. He was tried in a federal court in Los Angeles, California, and was represented by a team of lawyers led by Johnnie Cochran Jr.
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Hubb
City commission is charged with open meetings violation

By Scott Brown

At Iowa City police say the city's Civil Service Commission illegally amended a regulation concerning the hiring of employees.

A Johnson County Attorney confirmed Thursday that's a matter of fact.

"We are conserving a preliminary inquiry to see if the city's civil service regulation is improper," said Patrick Wise, civil service attorney.

But Iowa City's Civil Service Commission has issued a letter to the Iowa City Civil Service Commission announcing that it has formally voted on the rule change. The said formal vote occurred Tuesday, May 9.

The controversy surrounded letters Garrett sent to the three commissioners asking their consideration of a rule that would prevent an Iowa City Civil Service Commission from reconvening to amend the rule that was adopted.

We are deeply concerned that it is found that the Iowa City Civil Service Commission would violate its own standing rules that the rule that was adopted would not be passed. We are asking that they not make the amendment.

Register 8-9 at Cornell Field House
Mt. Vernon, Iowa
$0.00 entry fee/ T-shirt provided
A Fundraising Run For David Osborn
For the

5 Mile & 2 Miles Run
Sat, May 15 at 9 am
Register 8-9 am at Cornell Field House
Mt. Vernon, Iowa
$0.00 entry fee/ T-shirt provided
A Fundraising Run For David Osborn
For the

Ginsberg Jewelers offers you a
Free Continental Breakfast
Juice - Cranbost or Danish Coffee
Saturday, May 15, 9 a.m.-12 p.m.
Monday, May 16, 11 a.m.-6 p.m.
with any purchase on these dates from
Ginsberg Jewelers
Sacramento Mall, Iowa City

No suspects in bike theft investigations

Lt. John Meehan of the Iowa City Police Department has said there has been a recent uptick in bike thefts in the city.

"We are investigating several recent cases of illegal activity," Meehan said. "Some bikes have been reported stolen, and we are working to identify the suspects."

Ms. Jones, a resident of Iowa City, reported her bicycle was stolen from her home on May 3.

"I was devastated when I found out my bike was stolen," Ms. Jones said. "I had just bought it for my birthday gift."

The Iowa City Police Department is asking anyone with information about these cases to contact them.

Security has also been increased at the Iowa City Police Station, where there are additional surveillance cameras and increased patrols.

"We are doing everything we can to prevent these crimes," Meehan said. "We urge the community to remain vigilant and report any suspicious activity to the police."
SINE QUO NON...

In ancient Rome it meant an absolutely essential thing. In modern Discount Record Stores it still means something extremely essential: a great new line of classical cassettes at a very special price.

Choose from over sixty titles! 3.99 each

Hurry in for best selection, offer good while supplies last.
Goodbye to all that...

Cindy Schreuder

WAS SORRY... really sorry as well. But I'm in tears to tell you. Some people, some stories were deployed by a staff that I would love to meet. And I didn't know how to stop. I thought the day in the name. A few weeks ago, was supposed to be a grand finale, a day I was supposed to go big. I hope you're not there. What is surprising is the lack of precaution displayed in the libraries.

The presence of thieves in the libraries is distressing but not unheard of. With election time coming up, polls pitting one candidate against Hoyle's decision is not unexpected; as she said in an interview, "I...". The presence of thieves in the libraries is distressing but not unheard of. The presence of thieves in the libraries is distressing but not unheard of. The presence of thieves in the libraries is distressing but not unheard of.
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Van Allen

The ARDS is the most lethal of the three forms of pneumonia and is a leading cause of death in elderly patients. The condition is characterized by a rapid onset of fever, confusion, and shortness of breath. Early recognition and treatment are crucial to improving outcomes. 

Reagan

During the campaign, Reagan said that he would cut taxes, reduce government spending, and increase military spending. He also promised to speed up the development of a space shuttle and to expand space exploration. 

Hinkley

Hinkley, who had a long career as a major league pitcher, was a key player on several championship teams. He retired from baseball in 1987 and has since been involved in various business ventures. 

HoboTato

The HoboTato is a hybrid potato that was created by crossing a potato with a tomato. The resulting plant has the taste and texture of a potato but the size and shape of a tomato. 

A hip, hip hooray!

Exams on the way

It’s never too late to start working on those papers that are due in a few weeks. With a few hours of focused study every day, you can ace those exams. 

Huntington Hobo introduces its newest member of the Hobo Family

Meet Hobo Burl, a newly acquired member of the family. He’s sure to bring a lot of fun and adventure to all our future journeys.
Weekend TV

FRIDAY 5/14/82

12:00 F.png • 12 Code Breakers
1:00 ABC Kids' Club (Repeats)
1:30 THE LIVING ROOM (Repeats)

2:00 MOVIE: 'The Giant Peach'
2:30 MOVIE: 'The Lost World'
3:00 MOVIE: 'Hercules'
3:30 MOVIE: 'Legends of the World'
4:00 MOVIE: 'Hercules'
4:30 MOVIE: 'Birds of Paradise'
5:00 MOVIE: 'The Lost World'
5:30 MOVIE: 'Giant Peach'

SUNDAY 5/16/82

12:00 F.png • 12 Code Breakers
1:00 ABC Kids' Club (Repeats)
1:30 THE LIVING ROOM (Repeats)

2:00 MOVIE: 'The Lost World'
2:30 MOVIE: 'The Giant Peach'
3:00 MOVIE: 'Hercules'
3:30 MOVIE: 'Legends of the World'
4:00 MOVIE: 'Hercules'
4:30 MOVIE: 'Birds of Paradise'
5:00 MOVIE: 'The Lost World'
5:30 MOVIE: 'Giant Peach'

BOBBY'S BLUE BAND
BAR SPECIALS 9-10:30 Both Nights

Coming This Month: Bo Ramsey & the Sliders, The Nighthawks, & Cold Star

BOBBY'S BLUE BAND
BAR SPECIALS 9-10:30 Both Nights

Coming This Month: Bo Ramsey & the Sliders, The Nighthawks, & Cold Star

TV and VHS RECORDER RENTALS
406 Highland Cl.
336-7547

WOODBURN SOUND STUDIO
Television

Hannover Bazaar.

This is the 10th year for the Hannover Bazaar and the 15th year for the Delaware Bazaar. The bazaars have been held on the first Saturday of each month at the Delaware Country Club. The bazaars are open to the public and feature a variety of vendors selling antiques, collectibles, and handmade crafts.

Night life

Bike-oriented programs to be shown on cable

Bike aficionados may be interested in the new bike-oriented programs that are being shown on cable television. The programs are part of a series of events organized by the Bike Club of America, which promotes cycling as a healthy and fun activity. The events include bike rides, races, and clinics, as well as bike-oriented educational programs.

Search for musical experiences... yields moments of perfect bliss

This is a deviation from the generalities culled from years in the music industry. This is a deviation of mood: there is a sentimentality that is as subjective as it is meeting, but that is as subjective as it is meeting.


dave williams

geriner/instrumentalist

enjoy this fine performer

the mill restaurant

conditions: this is an advertisement for the Mill Restaurant, which is located on 12th Street. The restaurant offers a wide variety of dishes and is known for its friendly service and great food.

american heart association

this is a letter from the American Heart Association, which is a nonprofit organization that promotes cardiovascular health and prevents heart disease.

crossword puzzle

across:

1. A type of cell in the bone marrow that produces red blood cells.
2. A large mammal with a long tail and a graceful gait.
3. The point where two lines intersect.
4. A unit of measurement for heat.
5. A type of horse that is known for its speed and stamina.

down:

1. A type of fish that lives in freshwater and is known for its ability to breathe underwater.
2. A type of camera that is used to capture quick movements.
3. A unit of measurement for distance.
4. A type of flower that is native to North America.
5. A type of fruit that is grown on a tree.
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Ohio State heavy favorite for conference golf crown

By Thomas W. Lange
staff writer

The Buckeyes' golf team will try to achieve its goal as they travel to West Lafayette, Ind., for the Big Ten Tournament this weekend at Purdue University.

The Ohio State team will begin at No. 1 in the Big Ten, and a victory this weekend could put them at the top for the entire season. This is the first of three Big Ten meets this season, and a victory could solidify their place at the top of the conference and the nation.

The Buckeyes are led by Bob Perry, who has won three individual titles this year. The Buckeyes are No. 1 in the Ohio State University newspaper, and they have a tough road ahead of them. They will face the challenge of the Big Ten conference.

The Buckeyes are the favorites to win the conference meet. They have a strong team with a lot of potential. The Buckeyes are well-prepared and have trained hard for this season. They have a good chance to win the conference meet.

The Buckeyes are led by Bob Perry, who has won three individual titles this year. The Buckeyes are No. 1 in the Ohio State University newspaper, and they have a tough road ahead of them. They will face the challenge of the Big Ten conference.

The Buckeyes are the favorites to win the conference meet. They have a strong team with a lot of potential. The Buckeyes are well-prepared and have trained hard for this season. They have a good chance to win the conference meet.

Tennis

Continued from page 10

Midwest 8

Tennisreporter,

Tennisreporter,

American League standings

Continued from page 10

Wheeler signs new runner

Wheeler announced Thursday that he had signed runner Chris Wheeler. Wheeler is a top distance runner in Illinois and is a three-time state champion in the 800 meters. Wheeler is expected to compete in the 800 meters and 1500 meters at the state meet.

Wheeler is a strong runner and is expected to do well at the state meet. He has trained hard and has shown improvement in his performances. Wheeler is a good addition to the team.

The tennis report was submitted by Rick Nix. The report is based on information from the Chicago Sun-Times.
MotoCrosser Dana Hunt of Waterloo does a four-wheeler shoulder, and endures a potentially-disastrous crash (left). His motorcycle tips over behind him and sends out a cloud of dust. Hunt, who was competing in the 2004 AMA Class at the Woody's Harley Davidson recently, modernized his motorcycle and now is being entered in motocross.

Reborn iowa baseball team entertains Wildcats

By Wesley Seabrook

The best baseball team's worst chance of qualifying for the Big Ten playoffs comes once again. The most predictable moment at the American position is impossibility.

The Hawkeyes, deep in the conference standings, dropped three of four games to the superior Minnesota Badgers, surprising everyone last weekend, taking three of four games from Minnesota in Minneapolis.

We were just average against Minnesota and then slid even more against Wisconsin last weekend. We played as well against Minnesota as we took four out of four games, but against Wisconsin we played as poorly as we ever have.

IOWA, IOWA, IOWA! It's a loyal play.

Over and out

Minnesota downs Hawketters

By Mike Condon

Financial might be the best way to describe the plight of the Iowa team this season to the $6.50 Iowans in the first round of the Association for Intercollegiate Athletics (Minnesota Region) Championship at the University of Nebraska at the Devaney Center.

The Gophers, now 2-0 at Iowa, scored today at 3:00 p.m. on the Hawkeye Stadium for the team. The basketball is now 2-0 at the stadium.

Hassard picks Badgers, again

By Thomas N. Jorgens

Wisconsin has dominated the Big Ten women's indoor track meet for the last six years, and Iowa third baseman Dick Turelli agreed today with the results. "Wisconsin is the Big Ten's favorite team in every sport and this is just another example of how good they are." Turelli described the Badgers as "the best team in the Big Ten and probably the best team in the country."